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Delivering the Future of Tin
global co-operation for long term success
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“At Rathbones we offer a bespoke
investment management service
delivered by professionals with whom
you will deal directly, meaning they
can gain a real understanding of
your investment needs.”
Ivo Clifton
Head of Charities
020 7399 0000
charities@rathbones.com
Discretionary investment management
Rathbones is one of the UK’s largest and longest-established providers of
high-quality, personalised discretionary investment management services, with
nearly £1.4 billion of charity funds managed on behalf of over 500 charities.
www.rathbones.com
All figures as at 31 December 2009
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Introduction

The Worshipful Company of Pewterers has been actively involved with the pewter trade since
the Middle Ages. Today, one of the principal examples of this involvement is Pewter Live, which
has become a noted and influential event held in the very heart of the City in the impressive
surroundings of Pewterers’ Hall.
Pewter Live showcases exciting and innovative work of both established and student designers.
This year we are delighted to announce that Alderman David Wootton, Sheriff of the City of London,
will formally open Pewter Live on the City Evening Tuesday 8 June and that Viscount Linley, the
Chairman of Christie’s will present the Prizes on Thursday 10 June.
There are two competitions: the Student and the Open. The Student competition has two
categories: Decorative Arts and Fashion - the Total Look. With almost 60 students and 38 professionals (12 going through to the final) the standard has been extremely high. This year we launched
one of our most ambitious briefs. Inspired by the forthcoming British Olympics, the brief was to design items with a sporting theme which may include products suitable for the Olympic host bodies to
present to visitors to the Olympic Games in London in 2012.
Pewter Live is all about encouraging innovation in design in order to exploit pewter to its fullest
potential and to produce ideas which will stretch the boundaries of this marvellous metal. We wanted
the entrants to bring pewter alive; to demonstrate an understanding of its inherent qualities and contemporary appeal to consumers of all ages and tastes.
The Pewter Live Committee works closely with the Association of British Pewter Craftsmen and its
members to achieve a high standard that will inspire designers and manufacturers to produce the
very best of British pewter.
Pewter Live could not be run without the colleges and universities which take part. Once again, our
thanks go to the tutors and students for their support and the tremendous effort and enthusiasm that
goes into the competition.
Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College
South Devon College

www.bcuc.ac.uk

www.southdevon.ac.uk

University College Falmouth

www.falmouth.ac.uk

University College for the Creative Arts at Farnham
Sussex Coast College Hastings

Truro College

Tutor: Trish Woods
Tutor: Jason Cleverly

www.ucreative.ac.uk

www.hastings.ac.uk

University College for the Creative Arts at Rochester
Staffordshire University

Tutor: Andreas Fabian

Tutor: Rebecca Skeels

Tutor: Ashley Heminway

www.ucreative.ac.uk

www.staffs.ac.uk

Tutor: Brian Hill

Tutor: John Grayson

www.trurocollege.ac.uk Tutors: Rose Karensa and Martin Page

University of Sunderland

www.sunderland.ac.uk

Tutor: Robert Birch
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THE
CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAYS
ARE TOO
LATE....

A student who enrols on the first part of the
Professional Jewellers’ Diploma now could have
finished by this Christmas and could have passed
JET 2 and mastered all the practical skills that a
retail jeweller requires by next Christmas.

....TO START
TRAINING
YOUR STAFF
START NOW
TO SQUEEZE
EVERY DROP
OUT OF THE
FESTIVE SEASON
OUR CONTACT DETAILS
The National Association of Goldsmiths
78a Luke Street, London EC2A 4XG
Email: jet@jewellers-online.org
Tel: 020 7613 4445 (Option 1)
Download a JET Course prospectus at
www.jewellers-online.org

CADMAN
FINE WINES

renew our lease?

HOPEMAN
ASSOCIATES Ltd.

sents tenants in providing office search services and advice on

Sponsors

The Worshipful Company of Pewterers would like to thank
- www.cadmanfinewines.co.uk
www.carterjonas.co.uk/officesearch
- www.cityandguilds.com
- www.conranandpartners.com
- www.esmeefairbairn.org.uk
- www.ga-uk.org
www.itri.co.uk
- www.jewellers-online.org
- www.procom.uk.com
- www.rathbones.com
- www.richmondcaterers.com
- www.speechlys.com
- www.splashprinting.co.uk
- www.teamworkexhibitions.co.uk
- www.utilityfunding.ocm
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Master &
It is a privilege to welcome you to Pewter
Live, the nation’s premier pewter design
competition and exhibition.
Pewter has long been a part of our
history. Phoenicians traded for Cornish
tin more than 2000 years ago and pewter
articles were made in Roman Britain. Use of
pewter peaked in the 17th century when, from
birth to death, people were surrounded by
pewter; items for eating and drinking;
bleeding bowls, bedpans, and snuffboxes.
Taverns used mugs and measures. Churches
used flagons, chalices, patens and baptismal
bowls. This pre-eminence ended with the introduction of porcelain and pottery during the
18th century. Even so, pewter continued to
be used for decorative purposes. Artists and
craftsmen during the Arts and Crafts Period
and the Art Nouveau Period used pewter and
achieved superb results.
For centuries pewter has had an enduring appeal. Today, it is valued by
designers and craftsmen alike for its beauty and versatility. We are delighted to be
able to show you some of their work.

Nicholas Bonham
Master of the Worshipful Company of Pewterers

Company
The Pewterers’ Company is an ancient and continually evolving foundation with
medieval origins as a City Guild. The earliest documented reference to it is in the
records of the Corporation dated 1348. The Company’s own records date from 1451.
It is ranked sixteenth in the order of civic precedence among over a hundred Livery
Companies.
The first charter, granted by King Edward IV in 1473, empowered the Company to regulate the trade throughout the kingdom, unlike the powers granted to the majority of
other companies, whose jurisdiction was limited to the City and its environs. It could
seize and destroy pewter below a certain standard, and also impose fines and other
penalties on its members for failing to uphold the Craft. From 1503, an Act of
Parliament required Members of the Company to register their ‘Touchmarks’,
which were ‘to be recorded on Tablets of Pewter’ and kept at the Hall of the
Company. The use of a Maker’s Touchmark served not only to safeguard the
Craftsman, but also to enable the public to have confidence in the quality of the
product.
.

Today, the Company has an active and
diverse membership, drawn from a wide
range of backgrounds. The Company’s
principal activities are the support of
the pewter trade in this country, the
management of its charities, supporting the
government of the City of London and
the Armed Forces of the Crown and
maintaining a lively and enjoyable
corporate social life, meeting regularly in
Pewterers’ Hall.
The first Hall, completed in 1496, was
destroyed in the Great Fire. The second
Hall, on the same site in Lime Street,
which is still owned by the Company, was
demolished in 1932. The present Hall was
opened in 1961.
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Glover & Smith
Inspired by nature, created by us!
All of our tableware, jewellery
and gift designs are handmade
by us in our Wiltshire studios.

www.gloverandsmith.co.uk

Partners in Pewter
“When only the best will do, choose a unique
solution from...
Partners
in Pewter”

2 Dean Valley Cottages
Dean Lane
Cookham Dean
Berkshire, SL6 9AL
Tel: +44 (0) 1628 485 764

www.partnersinpewter.co.uk
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Shop @

There will be an impressive range of contemporary
pewter for sale at pewter Live 2010.

Glover and Smith
sales@gloverandsmith.com
www.gloverandsmith.co.uk

Fleur Grenier
design@fleurgrenier.co.uk
www.fleurgrenier.co.uk

Gill Clement
shop@gillclement.com
www.gillclement.com

Pewterlive
AE Williams
info@pewtergiftware.com
www. pewtergiftware.com

Eduardo Molinari, winner of the European Challenge Tour, with
trophy made by AE Williams. Photograph Copyright Phil Inglis

Wentworth Pewter
sales@wentworth-pewter.com
www.wentworth-pewter.com

Pewter Renaissance
info@pewterrenaissance.co.uk
www.pewterrenaissance.co.uk

Partners in Pewter
www.partnersinpewter.com

Public opening times: 10.00 - 17.00 Wednesday 9 June
go to www.pewterers.org.uk for more details
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Guest of Honour

The Pewterers’ Company is delighted to welcome David Linley as the
VIP guest and Presenter of Prizes for Pewter Live 2010.

David Linley founded his company David Linley & Co in 1985. It has

now become known simply as LINLEY. The first collection he launched
commercially was unveiled at Christie’s, King Street in 1985; he then
went on to open retail premises in London and some 24 years later the
LINLEY brand is going strong, and David Linley remains its Chairman.
David Linley has achieved international renown for the designs and
products which his company produces.

David’s creative ability was nurtured by his parents from an early age as
they encouraged his passion for making things. His talented father, the
eminent photographer Lord Snowdon was particularly influential having
himself trained as an architect and designed amongst other things the
Aviary at London Zoo. David’s mother, the late Princess Margaret, sister to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, also
encouraged his creativity with her passion and talent for music and art.
David has written numerous books and has lectured around the world at prestigious venues such as the V&A
Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. In 2006, David took up the position of Chairman of Christie’s UK,
in addition to his role as Chairman of LINLEY. In this role he is responsible for leading the Chairman’s office in the
United Kingdom, working with Christie’s specialists on developing the business and client relationships both in
the UK and internationally. David lives in London with his wife Serena, son Charles and daughter Margarita.

Judges
.

Sebastian Conran’s career began in 1977 working as a designer for

The Clash, designing record sleeves, posters, stage sets, and clothing. In
1979, Sebastian joined leading branding consultancy Wolff Olins; and in 1981
became Head of Merchandise Design at Mothercare; before setting up his own
design studio in 1986.
With specific focus on innovative merchandise development and user experience design, Sebastian Conran Associates is known for ingenious and elegant
design solutions. The studio’s work has received many design and innovation
awards as well as dozens of patents in a variety of industries.

Sebastian is also visiting Professor of Design Against Crime at Central St Martins; Leader of the UK Home
Office ‘Design and Technology Alliance against Crime’; Chairman of the ‘Creative Industries Knowledge Transfer
Network’ for the Technology Strategy Board; founding Trustee of the Design Museum; and Member of the Design
Council, Britain’s strategic body for design.

.

Annabel Freyberg: As a child Annabel Freyberg met artists through her

mother, as a teenager she was mad about paintings and museums, and she
has since relished catching up with the applied arts. After studying at Oxford
(much time spent at the Ashmolean and Museum of Modern Art) and Kingston
Polytechnic, she received a crash course in all things decorative at The World
of Interiors under Min Hogg in the early 1990s. Since then she has been lucky
enough to work on the obituaries desk of the Independent, as Arts Editor at
the Evening Standard, on the Telegraph Magazine, with two further stints at
The World of Interiors under Rupert Thomas - including a current one. She has
never stopped looking at and lusting after work by designers old and new.

.

.

Georgina Godley began her career as a designer and developed into becoming
a creative director for international fashion and life-style brands. Having trained as a
fine artist at Chelsea School of Art, she was recruited into fashion, and launched two
successful labels, CROLLA 1981, and GEORGINA GODLEY 1986. In 1999 she focused
on homewares, when she was appointed Style Director and Head of Home Accessories
with Tom Dixon at Habitat. In 2004 she was appointed Creative Director at Wedgwood,
where she developed their product ranges of ceramics, glass, crystal, metal-ware,
jewellery and textiles. She opened new stores and re-positioned the perspective of
the brand. Georgina’s reputation rests on her innovative use of materials and unerring
forecasting of trends in all areas of fashion, dress, product-design and interiors. She
now works in a recently established Creative Consultancy of unique power in the world
of international fashion and life-style.

David Shilling is passionate about art, design, life, light, his home and our
universe, balancing respect for the past with his fascination for ground-breaking
innovation. His speciality is one-of-a-kind, often commissioned, works.
Having re-defined hats in the late twentieth century without any formal art training,
his imagination knows few boundaries . He is now equally respected as a fine
artist creating monumental steel sculpture mainly polished like mirror, and
three–dimensional white canvases and for his extravagant jewellery designs.
His work is represented in the Metropolitan, New York, Philadelphia Museum of
Art , Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the Louvre, Paris, Ulster Museum and
the British Government Art Collection. His diamond encrusted hat (late 1970’s)
was nominated by Guinness Book of Records as the most expensive hat in the
World decades later. He launched the first of a new collection of ten hats costing
1million pounds each at Top Marques, Monaco in 2007. He was chosen by United Nations as Senior Consultant
on Art and Design for Developing Countries , he designed the emblems for Consortium for Streetchildren, and for
Britain’s Festival of Arts and Culture 1995 and helped launch the re-branding of UK, under John Major’s
administration. Shilling enjoys a wide range of charitable projects.
.

Ed Glover with his wife Judy started Glover and Smith in 1994.

Both
graduated in art and design and had successful careers in their separate fields
but wanted to create a new business partnership together. They chose to work
in the wonderful metal of pewter and become renowned for their creativity,
craftmanship and distinctive designs. Ed, the main designer has worked on many
prestigious commissions. Recent examples are a range of exclusive bowls and spoons
for Prince Charles’ Highgrove and a bespoke collection for the National Trust.
He has also collaborated on design briefs working closely with customers on product
development. Glover and Smith now supply over 300 galleries and gift shops with their
award-winning designs.

.
Mark Bond is currently head of design for Home & Furniture at Tesco. Graduating
from the RCA in 1994, Mark established his own design consultancy working with high
profile companies such as Hermes fashion house, the Design Museum, the Barbican
Centre, the Design Council, the British Council, WGSN and Habitat UK. Mark has
curated exhibitions, co-authored books, lectured internationally, trend forecasted, and
judged design competitions.
Mark has also worked with the Home Retail Group, Marks & Spencer, ran the design
team at Conran & Partners and designed for SCA. He has traveled extensively and
collaborated with manufacturers globally developing designs in most product areas.
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Open Competition
Pewter Live’s mission is to encourage innovation in design in order
to exploit pewter to its fullest potential and produce ideas that will
stretch the boundaries of this marvellous material. The object is to
bring British pewter alive; to demonstrate an understanding of its
inherent qualities and its appeal and relevance to contemporary
consumers of all ages and tastes.

Open Category Brief 2010 – Sporting Britain
The Open Competition for 2010 is inspired by the 2012 London
Olympics and Sport for all.
The project task:
We asked entrants to design items with a sporting theme which may
include products suitable for the Olympic host bodies to present to
visitors to the Olympic Games in London in 2012.
The successful designs should have a relevance to sport including
the Olympic Games and may represent traditional and/or modern
London/Britain. We are looking for discerning, imaginative and
practical designs essentially made of Pewter.
The Company aims to show the rest of the world that
craftsmanship and innovation in pewter is thriving in Britain. We
hope that the winning designs will be amongst a range of products to
be commissioned for the Games.

First Prize: £1,000 at the discretion of the judges. Those in
Second and Third place will also be presented with a gift and
a certificate of commendation. There are also a number of
sponsored prizes including the Neish Prize for £500.

Open Competition
Sandra Litchfield
litchbeaconpoint@aol.com
Collection: ‘Buttons’
London has the most central role in the staging of the Olympic
games, so became the focal point of my design. The dome of
the O2 arena, the River Thames, and indentations representing
the people attending the games, show the versatility of pewter,
whilst the silver setting gives strength to the pieces.

Gina Walters
ginawalters34@hotmail.com
Tazza
Tazza is a generic name for this vessel form.
The constituent parts are synonymous with
the Olympic ceremonies where the shallow
bowl takes its form from a parabolic mirror
used to concentrate the sun’s energy and
ignite the Olympic flame. The stem raises the
bowl and is suggestive of Lampadedromia
(flame races) of the ancient Games and its
symbolic modern reference in the passage
of the Olympic torch from Athens to the host
nation.
The visual connection with amphitheatre or
stadium, the cauldron which sustains the
flame for the duration of the Games and the
running figures, all contribute to the Olympic
theme whilst celebrating the artisan and Guild
tradition of London Pewter.
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Fleur Grenier
design@fleurgrenier.co.uk

Olympic Torch
Competing in the Olympics is the pinnacle for all sporting
people and the Olympic torch is the recognised universal
symbol for it.
The ceramic base is designed to capture the
essence of the torch with the simple graphic
London skyline cut into the pewter, illuminated
when the torch is lit.

Trish Woods
thwoods@blueyonder.co.uk
Cup & Saucer
Pewter cups on circular saucers. The saucer’s surface is etched
with a pattern reminiscent of the line of the Thames and a
‘mexican wave’. Each saucer is tinted with a colour of the
Olympics. Available individually or as a collection of 6 with a
polished uncoloured saucer completing the set.

Open Competition
Laura Carnell
laura@rara-design.co.uk

First Entry (Left)

Olympic Vase
Rara Design’s beautiful new 2012 Olympic
Vase was created to reflect contemporary
London, both architecturally and aspirationally. Reflecting the Olympic Rings are five
solid yew bands which have been inlaid into
the pewter vase at ever increasing intervals,
visually referring to the acceleration of an
olympic sprint start.
Second entry (below)

Olympic Underground Napkin
Ring Set
Referring to both the London Underground
and Olympic logos, this set of pewter and
yew napkin rings would make the ideal
corporate gift, commemorating London
2012.
Complete
with
their
own
customizable box they are beautifully
presented, easily transported and can be
produced in both a brushed or high-polish
finish.
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Ady Benjay
ady.benjay@googlemail.com
A Series of Three Bowls
A gift for a visitor to the London
Olympics 2012.
I love and am inspired by creating a pattern which
I did with a map of London - by manipulating the
image to create an abstract pattern. My initial
research led to Greek vessels and forms in
particular amphora, usually highly decorated. I
wanted to combine the Greek form with the more
up to date modern image of London. I simplified
the Greek form to a shallow and deep bowl and
emphasised the handles that are a common
feature in Greek ceramics and adapted them
from the practical into the decorative. The Greek
connection to the Olympics and their love of sport
brings the brief of sport and modern London
together:
1. 4 Handle Shallow Bowl /
rolled - etched map pattern on inside
/ Centrifugal cast amphora style
handles / feet. bowl
dia: approx 300mm.
2. 8 Handle Shallow Bowl / rolled
- etched map, pattern on inside /
Centrifugal cast amphora style
handles / feet.bowl dia: approx 300mm.
3. 8 Handle deep bowl deep spun bowl
pattern rolled / etched inside240mm
height: 85mm.

Open Competition
Duncan Edwards
duncan_edwards@sky.com
Tealight With Olympic Flame Top
and olympic stadium base

Duncan’s entry, ‘Olympic Tealight’ is
based on the Olympic torch and the
design for the Olympic stadium. Duncan
Edwards is an artist metalworker who hand
forges spoons and knives. He draws his
inspiration from the landscape around his
home on the edge of the Peak District.

Sam Williams
samwilliams@pewtergiftware.com
Olympic Tokens
To be presented to prestigious
visitors to the 2012 games to
remember this traditional and
spectacular event. Presented in a
presentation box this token is the
perfect gift for any visitor to the
Olympic Games.
Inspired
by a 14th Century
I
Canterbury Pilgrim Token found
where pilgrims visited the shrine
of St Thomas Becket, and bought
tokens as souvenirs. (See below a
replica of an original Pilgrim token).
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Hugh Woods
thwoods@blueyonder.co.uk
Letter Rack & Paperknife
Letter rack and opener:
Pewter rings on pewter base
set on clear acrylic. The layout
of the rings, inspired by the
Olympic rings, is staggered to
provide slots for letters, cards
etc. The clear acrylic letter
opener rests inside its own
‘Gherkin’ tower.
(manufactured by Jo Bradford)

Laura Collins
lozmichelle01@hotmail.com
Flameium
This multi-functional bowl is
inspired by the new London
Olympic Stadium and by the
Olympic Flame. It consists of
a large shallow spun pewter
bowl (225mm x 35mm) that
rests on a 1.6mm spot welded,
mild steel wire structure. This
white powder coated structure
protects the bowl from scratching and also refers to the white
architectural structure of the
Olympic stadium.

Student Competition
Decorative Arts
The students were asked to design a pewter item for the gift market. The
design could be either functional, fun or merely decorative. We wanted them
to look at the current market, bearing in mind retailers such as John Lewis
or Heal’s. In order to keep the piece commercial we specified a retail price
range of £5 to £60 pounds.
The judges are seeking originality and beauty but also innovation.
Students were asked to bear in mind what people need/want at the moment
and to think about lifestyle trends. More and more people are entertaining
at home: a wine chiller, a table centre piece, a modern take on the traditional
vase, etc.
They also had to consider the visual benefits derived from the integration
and use of colour to complement and enhance the pewter, using additional
materials as appropriate. The final item had to be be made predominantly of
pewter. We also asked that consideration should be given to the possibility
and practicality of large-scale production.
An additional theme which students were offered was to take a more
architectural/interior approach. This could include accessories for interior
decoration or pewter fixtures and fittings.

Prizes: First £500, Second £350 and Third £150
Siobhan Wood - shhwon@hotmail.com

Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

Set of 3 “Holly Leaf”
Christmas Decoration
My design is a modern take
on a traditional holly leaf
decoration. Ideal for hanging
on the Christmas tree, the decoration is small enough to fit in,
but not so small that it would
look lost.
I feel my design fits in well
with any type of interior, be it
minimalist or traditional.

Pewter Live 2010
Malin Ohlsson - malin.ohlsson@gmail.com

Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

Tea for Two
A cake stand inspired by
Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland and the white
rabbit that she follows
down the rabbit hole. It
is to be used for chocolate pralines, biscuits and
small muffins when you
are having tea for two.

Bryony Jackson - bryony_jackson@yahoo.co.uk
Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

“Book . . . Ends”
I wanted to demonstrate how
a traditional gift, bookends,
in a traditional metal,
pewter, could be redesigned
to compliment the lines
of modern living spaces.
I have used a contemporary font, and reversed the
conventional style of the
bookends. My inspiration
was from the function of the
gift – the books themselves,
so I incorporated letters/
words into my design. The
letters were cut out by the
Wentworth factory, Sheffield.

Student Competition - Decorative Arts
Joanne Wombwell jwombwell@students.ucreative.ac.uk

University College for Creative Arts at Farnham
3D Design, Metalwork and Jewellery

1920s Art Deco Inspired Vase
My inspiration for this piece was architecture and
jewellery of 1920s Art Deco. Made from pitch
formed, chased pewter and lathe turned brass and
assembled by welding and soldering, to achieve
aesthetic contrast.
Press formed, lathe turned components would be
created for mass production and assembly by
soldering.

Lauren Davies - ldavies5@ucreative.ac.uk
University College for Creative Arts at Farnham
3D Design, Metalwork and Jewellery

A Set of Four Pewter Coasters
with pressed pattern in glass box

Inspiration was drawn from traditional tea
drinking to create these four contemporary
coasters. The pewter coasters feature an
abstract surface pattern influenced by a tea
stain made by my own cup. The coasters are
housed in a specially made glass box into
which the coasters fit perfectly.

Samantha Wilson - samwise_samurai_@hotmail.co.uk
University College Falmouth
BA (Hons) Contemporary Crafts

Plumbing Lighting
Atmospheric lighting constructed with industrial forms
to create a utilitarian object with parts normally hidden
or regarded as machinery.
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Joe Taylor - drdrerd@hotmail.com
University College Falmouth
BA (Hons) Contemporary Crafts

Mars a Man Vase a Gendered Geometrical Vase
I have used pewter to create natural geometric forms.
Mankind has a fascination with the cube. Most ‘man’ made
objects are rudimentary, based on the square. This vase,
though cubic, is a contradiction as it will hold soft shaped
flowers.

Sarah Jones swordfish76@btopenworld.com
South Devon College
FDA Integrated Crafts

Pewter Cups
Cast pewter cups intended for the
drinking of sake. When slipped over
their ceramic inserts they can be used
for warmer liquids such as Indian chai.

Maxine MacIntosh maxinemacintosh@googlemail.com
South Devon College
FDA Integrated Crafts

Set of 3 Pewter Splashed
Bowls incorporating textile liners in
varying sizes

The fluidity of melted wax has been
captured in these bowls. The making
process ensures that each piece is
unique, yet they can be seen as a set.
The delicate fibres of the textile liners
contrast with the cool rigidity of the
pewter.

Student Competition - Decorative Arts
Stephanie Heng stephanieheng@hotmail.co.uk

Sussex Coast College Hastings
Foundation degree Contemporary Crafts Practice

Box Frame Picture 25cm x 20cm
The fascinating fractal shape of the
Romanesco cauliflower is captured so
beautifully when using pewter as it faithfully
replicates the intricate detail found, as can be
seen in this small collection which explores
the varying forms.

Suzi Fuller - suzifuller@hotmail.co.uk
Sussex Coast College Hastings
FdA Contemporary Crafts

Letters From Afghanistan
Embroidered postcards were traditionally sent from the
front years ago and were cherished by the recipient.
Today families of military personnel, such as mine, treasure
the emails that are received from those currently serving in
Afghanistan. Using pewter has enabled me to combine
communications from the past and present to create physical
keepsakes that represent those that are sent virtually.

Fragile Gun
Due to my partner’s current deployment in
Afghanistan I feel a range of emotions. I,
alongside many others, avoid listening to the
more confrontational aspects of war, which
have been represented in this gun. Its fragility in
materials represents feelings towards this aspect
which together with a poppy decoration, forms
a decorative item to evoke what are troops are
currently experiencing.

Pewter Live 2010
Ruth Willis david.willis66@virgin.net

Sussex Coast College Hastings
Foundation degree Contemporary Crafts Practice

Magic Tribal Queen Heads -a collection of
nine pewter sand-cast, thin, varied side and front
sections of Tribal Queen’s head/upper torso

Queen Heads; feel their surprising weight, solidity,
coolness and calmness. Feel the power and
magic of the pewter. Listen to the quiet chink,
clink, clink.

Jonathan Read - jonathan.read@hotmail.com
University for Creative Arts at Rochester
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

Inside-out-ornament
Inspired by images of ships; this
decorative ornament can be appreciated
outside as a garden feature – with the
spinning disc featuring mixed metals; each
taking on a different effect from exposure to
the atmosphere. It can also be appreciated
inside the home; by replacing the spinning
disc with a fitted clock, or picture frame

Kevin Beaney - Revd78@hotmail.co.uk

Sussex Coast College Hastings
Foundation degree Contemporary Crafts Practice

Pigs Fighting Plaque!
I want to give status to humble farm animals
through portraying them in the way a lion
would be revered if it were a hunting trophy.
For too long man has looked down upon
animals such as pigs and seen them purely
as a resource.

Student Competition - Decorative Arts
Chris Castillo - chris.castillo84@gmail.com

University for Creative Arts at Rochester
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

‘Interactive Light’

A fun and interchangeable wall light, it is flexible and can
produce attractive, and interesting projections of light and
shadow.
My design derived from the idea of interaction between a
child and its fascination with amusing products. The playful
units are interchangeable, offering the possibility to change
themes and appearances suited for any age group hence
increasing market potential. The design of the pewter bulb
is an iconic representation and symbol.

Emma Simmonds Emma.simmonds4@btinternet.com

University for Creative Arts at Rochester
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

‘Bird Stopper’

A Pewter bird bottle stopper, mimicking its
natural habitat.
A contemporary answer to a traditional
decanter that offers intrigue and decoration.
When the bottle stopper is removed it reveals
the full beauty, appeal and presence of my
stylised design of a blue tit feeding in nature.
This idea is transferable to other animals that
could be collected and act as decorative objects when not in use.
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Sara Wilson bf66ip@student.sunderland.ac.uk

University of Sunderland
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

Pleated Table Centre Piece
My designs started off being
natural flowing forms inspired
by pencil sharpenings but then
transformed into strong linear
shapes, which have a contemporary feel but also are suggestive
of the Art Deco period. This bold
statement centrepiece is designed
to be a collection of four dishes.
These can be displayed together
or separately depending upon the
occasion.

Alicia Head aliciahead@hotmail.co.uk
South Devon College
FDA Integrated Crafts

A Gift Set featuring a pewter rose and
a pewter book of love poems bound with
ribbon.
This piece comments on the delicacy of
love and emotions and can be bought
for a loved one for a special occasion.

Student Competition - Decorative Arts
Noel Keith Micallef noelkmicallef@gmail.com

University for Creative Arts at Rochester
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

‘Liquid Light’ A decorative and aesthetically

appealing ambient light

Inspired by liquid photography, this ambient light
was developed for pewter using the material’s
physical properties to embrace the design’s
tactile and visual quality.
The ‘chased’ organic decoration successfully
combines with the controlled elements in the
design making the piece unusual and appealing
for its contrasting colour and metal combination.

Sue Harvey Shimmeringsilkswan@hotmail.com

Truro College
Foundation Degree Silversmithing and Jewellery

Pewter Teapot - Afternoon Tea
My teapot is based on the elaborate,
quintessentially British ceremony of a
formal afternoon tea that is still famously
enjoyed at places like the Savoy or the
Ritz.
Afternoon tea comprises not only the food,
but also the tableware and adornments.
I aimed to capture little elements of this
within the design and texturing of my
teapot.
Whilst designing the teapot, I took into
consideration being able to batch produce
more if necessary, and this is viable and
relatively easy to do.

Pewter Live 2010
Fashion – From Jewellery to the Total Look
Today’s high street is awash with jewellery and accessories, few of which are
made of pewter. We challenged the students to come up with designs which
could promote pewter either as an accessory or part of the total look. Taking
this into account, they were asked to design a piece, or range of jewellery,
which would appeal to young people to compliment today’s free-form
fashion. Similarly to the Decorative Arts category Students were encouraged
to keep the commercial price relative to the intended buyer.

Prizes: First £500, Second £350 and Third £150
Kirsten Hendrich info@kirstenhendrich.com

University College for Creative Arts at Farnham
3D Design, Metalwork and Jewellery

‘London Sites’ Set of 3 rings with
changeable screw on charms.
A set of three pewter rings based on
the forms of London imagery and sites.
They represent the Gherkin building, city
chaos, and City Hall.
The rings have changeable brass with
stone set detail charms offering a variety
of colours and shapes to suit the
individual wearer.

Adele Beuscher beusch87@hotmail.com

University College for Creative Arts at Farnham
3D Design, Metalwork and Jewellery

Untitled, hammered effect petals with
a button fastening for coloured fabric
petals.
Transient colours were the inspiration
for this dress corsage, which consists
of petals made of pewter and a brown
speckled button, upon which can be
fastened a range of coloured fabric petals
to create an ever changing impression to
reflect the wearer’s changing moods.

Student Competition - Fashion
Hannah Burns squilybean@hotmail.com

University College for Creative Arts at Farnham
3D Design, Glass

Pewter Pendant with a glass front on

white ribbon

Based on florals and spirograph, these
simple pendants feature an enamelled glass
front, complimenting an engraved pewter
back. The screen printed design has been
placed over the engraved pattern in an area
that allows the image to be reflected through
both mediums in a fresh and stylish way.

Luz Blair luzcarlin@hotmail.com

University College for Creative Arts at Farnham
3D Design, Glass

Sea Treasure - series of four brooches
inspired by the beauty of sea shells
The sea brooch represents a sea treasure, a
natural beauty of form washed up by the sea
on the shore. The brooch has been eroded
by the sun, salt, wind and sand and it depicts
many stages of organic beauty in natural
decomposition. I attempt to immortalize the
organic life of the shell’s unsustainable
texture.

Laura Wray laura.wray@hotmail.com

University College Falmouth
BA (Hons) Contemporary crafts

Blow - This brooch is able to have a balloon
blown through and still worn as a brooch

Using a body part that you see doing so much
on a normal basis, but turning the functions you
see people do into wearable art, or your own
statement. Like lips blowing a balloon, kissing,
smoking, holding a pen, and the list goes on.
Make it your own.
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Theresa Jaeschke TJ119141@falmouth.ac.uk
University College Falmouth
BA (Hons) Contemporary crafts

Volcanic Earrings
Earrings of pewter, lava beads and
silver plated wire. Designed for the
fashion conscious who also likes to
be aware of environmental events.
Designed to be mass produced.

Isabelle Salter isabelle_salter@hotmail.co.uk

University for Creative Arts at Rochester
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

Decorative Armour/Body Piece
Domestic violence effects 1 in 4 women. I
feel there is not enough awareness of this
issue in society. I want my piece to highlight
the problem of domestic violence, as well as
giving women ‘armour’ against the abusers.

Katherine Priest kat_priest@hotmail.co.uk

University for Creative Arts at Rochester
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

‘Petals’ - A set of complimentary pewter and

perspex pendants based on flowers, petals and
leaves.
The inspiration for this set of pewter pendants
was based on flowers, petals and leaves. The
perspex deployed throughout the jewellery both
enhances and represents the colours as seen in
nature. The gemstones used mirror droplets of
water on the petals and link with the colour of the
perspex on each piece.

Student Competition - Fashion
Lauren Ashby Laurenashby90@hotmail.com

University for Creative Arts at Rochester
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

‘Celebration’ - Fashion jewellery for the catwalk, depicting
the emancipation of the female form showing the iconic model
Twiggy

My inspiration was taken from the female form and the
design is a celebration of women’s beauty. The central
graphical statement represents the admired female form, the
hinged pewter sections enable movement and create eye
catching visual qualities which also endorse my subtle concept
of the beauty of the individual.

Philippa Jones pip_with_longstockings@yahoo.co.uk

University for Creative Arts at Rochester
BA(Hons) Silversmithing, Goldsmithing and Jewellery

A Catwalk Collar and Corset using colour
with pewter for both function and decoration.

This catwalk piece consisting of a collar and
corset is designed to be worn over the top of
clothing. Made from panels of pewter, decorated
with scattered holes to reveal clothing below. The
design is further enhanced by decorative and
functional ribbon.

Stephanie Heng stephanieheng@hotmail.co.uk

Sussex Coast College Hastings
Foundation degree Contemporary Crafts Practice

Interpretations

of Fractals, one
pewter pendant on necklace, two pewter and
bio resin brooches
Similarly to my entry in the Decorative
Art Category, I have taken my inspiration
from the fascinating fractal shape of the
Romanesco cauliflower. This is captured so
beautifully when using pewter as it faithfully
replicates the intricate detail found.

Pewter Live 2010
Ruth Willis david.willis66@virgin.net

Sussex Coast College Hastings
Foundation degree Contemporary Crafts Practice

Tribal Queen Brooch - Pewter sand-cast, frontsection of Tribal Queen’s head/upper torso, with handmade pin

The Tribal Queen conjures up thoughts of magic,
self-assurance and powers rooted deep in history and
mother earth. These qualities come to life through the
pewter, endowing the piece with a tangible solidity and
weight and an elemental shine.

Emily Charlotte Betson eskimoemily@googlemail.com

Sussex Coast College Hastings
Foundation degree Contemporary Crafts Practice

Handbag Books
Inspired by the idea of recycling books I have
designed these into handbags with a twist.
These clutch handbags are printed with the
images of some of my favourite childhood
books. The handbags are individually designed
and therefore can be customised to suit the
buyer’s choice. Each bag is finished off with a
decorative pewter button.

Suzi Fuller suzifuller@hotmail.co.uk

Sussex Coast College Hastings
Foundation degree Contemporary Crafts Practice

Sweetheart Jewellery
Being a ‘Military Sweetheart’ myself, has inspired me
to investigate the idea of ‘in-service pins’ and ‘gifts for
sweethearts’. A passion to take this idea into the modern
day and experimentation with pewter has enabled me
to create this Sweetheart Jewellery. If taken into
production I would donate 15 percent of any profits to the
Royal British Legion due to the nature of the product and
future plans to work with this Charity.

Student Competition - Fashion
Amanda Upson-Palmer UPS06066410@student.hastings.ac.uk

Sussex Coast College Hastings
Foundation degree Contemporary Crafts Practice

Bag Charms - set of three
These bag charms are used to take your day time
work bag and “Bling” it up for a night out. I have
sand cast the dollar sign and some hearts; I have
embossed a decorative pattern on to a thin sheet of
pewter then encased it in resin to give it strength.

Maxine MacIntosh maxinemacintosh@googlemail.com
South Devon College
Foundation 2nd year Integrated Crafts

Long Dress incorporating a pewter and
plastic constructed textile
The fusion of traditional and non-traditional
materials and techniques is encapsulated in
this garment. Pewter and plastic have been
combined to create a constructed textile
resembling the delicacy of lace with interesting
textures and subtle tones of colour.

Alicia Head aliciahead@hotmail.co.uk

South Devon College
Foundation 2nd year Integrated Crafts

Bracelets made from slip-cast lace cotton
coasters with pewter around the trim and delicate
ribbon through the ceramic lace. This piece combines
masculine and feminine identity with a mix of pewter
and ceramic. These bracelets symbolise the
redundancy of the traditional roles of man and woman
and shows how these roles have become unisex.

Pewter Live 2010
Sophie Jinks jinksy_minxsy@hotmail.com
Staffordshire University
BA(Hons) Surface Pattern

Shoe Embellishment
Inspired by current trends, shoes and charm
bracelets. I like the idea that a charm is
interchangeable and can mean something to
the wearer. Today’s unique shoe designs have a
very expensive look to them. My design provides
a form of interchangeable shoe embellishment
to customise a person’s footwear.

Reema Lad voodoo_doll36@hotmail.com
Staffordshire University
BA(Hons) Surface Pattern

Star Necklace
Inspiration for the design is taken from traditional and contemporary jewellery, historical motifs
and patterns. The necklace is composed like a
tiered chandelier, using overlapping stars. These
are held together using rivets. A combination
of smooth flat surface and textured patterned
surfaces add contrast on stars of four sizes.

Michaela Ellison xxkaylaxx05@hotmail.com
Staffordshire University
BA(Hons) 3D Design

Positive Negative Necklace
Through experimentation with patterning pewter
sheet, I discovered an Art Deco style wallpaper
that embossed well. After piercing out a few
motifs I saw how aesthetically appealing the
negative scrap pieces looked and decided to
combine the two, ensuring an efficient use of
material!

Student Competition - Fashion
Claire Mayes clairemayes88@hotmail.com
Staffordshire University
BA(Hons) Surface Pattern

Alice in Wonderland Brooch
Inspired by the current popularity of Alice in
Wonderland, I have made three multi functional
pieces of jewellery. Using a combination of
embossed and cast pewter, collaged with found
objects to provide decoration.
I have created a series of objects that can be
worn either as a necklace or a brooch.

Kelly Steadman k.steadman@hotmail.co.uk

noihsaF - noititepmoC tnedutS

Staffordshire University
BA(Hons) 3D Design

Family Tree Necklace
The family tree was used to inspire the
creation of this necklace. As every family
tree is different, the necklace was designed
to allow the addition and subtraction of
sections as well as allowing portraits to be
inserted in each ’frame’, allowing the wearer
to customise the object.

Terri Lowe mushypeapie@aol.com
Staffordshire University
BA(Hons) 3D Design

Butterfly Necklace
I wanted to explore beyond the
stereotype aesthetic qualities that make
the butterfly form an appealing subject
matter. Focusing on the creature’s life
cycle as inspiration to create something
that is beautiful and intriguing for a
jewellery design. My design focuses on
the fragility of the insect.

Pewter Live 2010
Debbie Butcher pointystick@btinternet.com

Truro College
Foundation Degree Silversmithing and Jewellery

Pewter Hearts on Velvet Ribbons
A series of three press formed pewter hearts.
Each heart has its own look and feel. To be
given as a gift or to have for oneself. The
first is a textured heart, the second has a
fold formed front and the third heart has a
pierced opening. Each heart is hung on a
coloured velvet ribbon.

Sophie Abraham x_rubberduck_x@msn.com

Truro College
Foundation Degree Silversmithing and Jewellery

A Pressed Formed Pewter Necklace which has been textured and beaded onto a ribbon to
complete the design

This necklace is modern and inspired by fashion at
the moment. My inspiration came from images in
magazines and the intricate designs from lace, press
formed to get the pillow shape. It is then beaded onto
a wire and attached to a ribbon. The colour of the
ribbon, I think, really brings out the textures in the
pewter.

Olivia Pountney oliviapountney@hotmail.co.uk

Truro College
Foundation Degree Silversmithing and Jewellery

Parasite…Stacking…Rings
The rings are based on the shapes of mushrooms. When they are stacked together, they give the effect of
mushrooms growing on a log. All the parasites are different shapes and sizes, as they would be in the natural
world. The top of the piece is highly polished to emphasise the veins and uneven detail on the underside.
Mushrooms always have intricate indents on their underside; I tried to mirror this in the parasite rings. The bands
of the rings have been textured to give a rough, bark effect. I wanted these pieces to have a natural feel to them,
which is why the texture is important. These rings have been designed to follow the current trend of ‘Statement’
jewellery.

Student Competition - Fashion
Christine Lindgren christinejlindgren@yahoo.co.uk

Truro College
Foundation Degree Silversmithing and Jewellery

Architectural Bangle
The piece is a sculptural bangle inspired
by curves in architecture, specifically early
16th century ceilings. I have used acrylic as
a contrasting material to give a fun vibrancy
against the soft shimmer of the pewter. The
pewter has been pressed formed and folded
using a fly press and the acrylic has been
hand formed.

Marsha Drew drewidgirl@yahoo.com

Truro College
Foundation Degree Silversmithing and Jewellery

Pewter Flower Ring
This ring is based on cartoon-like paint
splashes. I used the RT Blanking system to
cut out the three shapes to form the ‘petals’.
It has a dome in the centre which has been
highly polished to add contrast to the
sandblast finish of the rest of the ring.

Catherine Patricia Hughes aa4phu@student.sunderland.ac.uk
University of Sunderland
BA(Hons) Jewellery and Silversmithing

‘Sapphire’ Necklace
Although a considerable amount of fashion jewellery and accessories are made out of white metal
(tin) it is often disguised with a brash electroplated
finish, and does not have the subtlety and warmth
of natural pewter. This piece responds to clients’
contemporary demands for a total look which
integrates free form shapes of recycled glass and
cast elements with the inherent appeal of natural
pewter.
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Pewter Live 2009- Last year’s winners and highlights
There was a wonderfully diverse range of entries in Pewter Live
2009. Over 70 students and 23 professionals entered the Student
and Open categories respectively.

Last years winners with Past Master Christopher Peacock

OPEN COMPETITION (above from left)
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Commended
Commended

Robert McEwan, for “BIG DOUGAL” WINECOOLER’
Yoyala Luiklham, for ‘GEO LIGHT SCONCE’
Emma-Kate Francis, for ‘ZEP VASES’
Laura Carnell, for ‘MENU COVERS’
Jim Stringer & Steve Anderson, for ‘MAKING WAVES’

Last year’s winners

STUDENT COMPETITION - DECORATIVE ARTS (above from left)

First Prize (£500) Alexandra Tosto, London Metropolitan University for ‘DESKTIDIER’
Second Prize ( £350)- Frankie Tong, FA&D - Manchester Metropolitan University for ‘WOVEN VASE’
Third Prize (£150)Helen Edwards, South Devon College for ‘FRAMED PICTURE OF PEWTER SQUARES’
Highly Commended - Jewels Williams, Hereford College of Art and Design for ‘MOMENTS OF CHANGE’
Commended Jake Lazzari, Hereford College of Art and Design for ‘FIVE PILL BOXES’
Commended Laura Collins, Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College for ‘TWO SILHOUETTED VASES’

ARCHITECTURE AND FURNITURE – FIXTURES AND FITTINGS (above from left)

First Prize (£500) Molly Perrin, University College for Creative Arts at Farnham for ‘PIPE HOOKS’
Second Prize (£350) - Karen Fox, London Metropolitan University for ‘SCARY CROW GARDEN BOUNCERS’
Third Prize (£150) - Sophie Hopper, Hereford College of Art and Design for ‘OCTOBER’
CommendedJessica Bibbings, U.C. for Creative Arts at Rochester for ‘PEWTER CURTAIN POLE FINIALS’

Pewter Live 2010

FASHION - JEWELLERY AND ACCESSORIES, THE TOTAL LOOK (above from left)
First Prize (£500) Second Prize (£350)Third Prize (£150)Commended Commended Commended -

Rachael Spragg, Staffordshire University for “SPINE BACK PIECE” Body Adornment’
Vanessa Fielder, Truro College for ‘PRESS FORMED NECKLACE 1’
Rochine Metcalfe, Manchester Metropolitan University for ‘BOTTLE NECKLACES’
Alice McLean, University College Falmouth for ‘RAINY, CHANGE, FAIR’
Kevin Brooks, University for Creative Arts at Rochester for ‘ CONTEMPORARY WRISTWEAR’
Ewelina Mruk, Staffordshire University for ‘ PEWTER BROOCH AND HAIR SLIDE’

Isabel Martinson, Chief Executive of the Giftware Association, presented an award on behalf of the Giftware
Association. This is in the form of publicity for the piece as well as entry to the Giftware Association Gift of the
Year Award. This year it was presented to Mercedes Palfrey-Rogers of Hastings College of Arts & Technology for
’SPRINGTIME’. (above left)
Mr Alex and Mrs Patricia Neish presented a prize of £600 to Helen Edwards of South Devon College for her piece
‘LITTLE SQUARES TABLE MAT’. Mr Neish was particularly impressed with Helen’s piece as it is formed from mosaic
pieces of recycled pewter (old tankards etc) set in Chiffon. (above right)
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If you want to find out more about The Giftware Association Membership
Call Heather Truepenny on 0121 237 1104 or email: heather.truepenny@ga-uk.org
www.ga-uk.org
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The Association of British Pewter Craftsman
The resurgence in trade can, in the main, be attributed to the formation in 1970 of the
Association of British Pewter Craftsmen (ABPC).
The initiative was taken by a group of manufacturers, the metal suppliers and the
Worshipful Company of Pewterers. By promoting high standards, raising awareness of
pewter and encouraging innovation and excellence in manufacturing, the ABPC has
achieved impressive results and together with the Pewterers’ Company, has helped to
establish British pewter firmly in both domestic and international markets.
enquiries@abpcltd.co.uk

www.britishpewter.com

A. E. Williams - www.pewtergiftware.com
A.R.Wentworth - www.wentworth-pewter.com
Alchemy Carta Ltd. - www.alchemygroup.com
Ancestors of Dover Ltd. - www.pewteruk.com
Benchmark Woodworking Ltd. www.benchmarkwoodworking.com
Blyde Edwin & Co. Ltd. - www.edwinblyde.co.uk
Chimo Holdings - www.chimoholdings.co.uk
DJH Engineering Ltd. - www.djhpewterworks.co.uk
Gibson Pewter - Email: gibsonpewter@aol.com
Keith Tyssen - www.keithtyssen.co.uk
Pinder Brothers Ltd .- www.pinder.co.uk
Fleur Grenier - www.fleurgrenier.co.uk
St Justin Cornwall Ltd. - www.stjustin.co.uk

For more details of members and Associate members of the APBC go to
our manufacturers’ gallery:
www.pewterers.org.uk -manufacturers gallery
Or directly to the ABPC’s website: www.britishpewter.co.uk

The Company is pleased to offer for hire parts of its imposing Hall in the City of London for special occasions.
Few venues in the capital can rival a Livery Hall for prestige, splendour and an atmosphere of heritage.
It is only a few minutes walk from three underground stations in the heart of the City.

MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND PRESENTATIONS

Ideally situated in the heart of the City and with its flexible suite of air conditioned rooms, Pewterers’ Hall is a wonderful backdrop
for meetings, conferences and presentations. Audio Visual equipment can be arranged and our Beadle will be pleased to organise
whatever support services you require to ensure your event runs smoothly.

PEWTERERS’ HALL
Conference & Banqueting
The Worshipful Company of Pewterers
Pewterers’ Hall, Oat Lane, London, EC2V 7DE
020 7397 8192
beadle@pewterers.org.uk

www.pewterers.org.uk

CATERING AT PEWTERERS’ HALL
Richmond Creative Event Catering are in-house
caterers at Pewterers’ Hall.
Richmond is one of London’s leading independent
catering companies, drawing on 30 years of
experience in corporate and private entertaining to
provide mouth watering food, innovative drinks and
exceptional service.

‘perfect parties,
prestigious places,
professional people’

Richmond Creative Event Catering
www.richmondcaterers.com
Contact at Pewterers’ Hall:
Events Team
020 7397 8198
sales@pewterers.org.uk

Whether your event is large or small,
simple or elaborate, Richmond will
help you achieve your vision.
Richmond understand how important
your event is and the need to enjoy
the experience and impress your
guests. They will work closely with
you to design the cuisine and service
you require.
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Statement of Design Rights
The works shown in the exhibition and in this catalogue are required by the Worshipful Company of Pewterers to be
original works, but the Company does not make any warranty in this regard.
Unregistered Rights. All the works shown in this catalogue and exhibited at Pewter Live 2010 at Pewterers’ Hall,
London EC2V 7DE on 8th June 2010 may be protected automatically by Unregistered Design Right for 10 years in the
UK as provided by the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 and for 3 years in Europe as provided by EC Council
Regulation No. 6/2002 on Community Designs, subject to fulfilment of the requirements for qualification for UK Design
Right protection and/or EU Unregistered Design protection. Unregistered Design rights protect only against copying by
a third party.
Registered Rights. EC Council Regulation No. 6/2002 also provides that an application for EU Registered Design may
be submitted for any of these designs so exhibited that fulfil the requirements for EU Registered Design protection
within 12 months of the date of first exhibition of the design, as long as the exhibition was the first disclosure of the
design otherwise than in confidence. The application would receive the filing date of the actual date of submission of
the application but the exhibition disclosure will not be taken into account for the purpose of assessing qualification for
Registered Design protection. Registered Design protection is also available in the UK only.
Further Details. Advice regarding asserting Unregistered Design Rights and the procedure involved in applying for the
Registered Design Rights can be obtained at no charge by the authors of the designs (or with their written permission)
by application to The Clerk, The Worshipful Company of Pewterers, Pewterers Hall, Oat Lane, London EC2V 7DE by
post or email to clerk@pewterers.org.uk . These details are kindly provided by Kilburn & Strode, 20 Red Lion Street,
London WC1R 4PJ.
Copyright A Rurhmann 2008
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Utility Funding is pleased to support
Chief Executive
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Congratulations and good luck to all participants

t: 07966 395836
Utility Funding
e: hugh.mullens@utilityfunding.com
enables smart metering of electricity and gas
w:
www.utilityfunding.com
supplies to monitor and control energy consumption
and to reduce carbon dioxide emissions

www.utilityfunding.com

utility funding

Utility Funding Limited
17 Glasshouse Studios
Fryern Court Road
Fordingbridge
Hampshire SP6 1QX

The Worshipful Company of Pewterers
Pewterers’ Hall, Oat Lane, London, EC2V 7DE
Telephone 020 7397 8190

£5.00

emc@pewterers.org.uk

www.pewterers.org.uk

